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Introduction:  NASA plans to send robotic and 

human explorers to the south pole of the Moon in the 
next 5 years. These missions require accurate, precise, 
and high-resolution maps of surface height and slope 
both outside and within permanently shadowed regions 
on lander-relevant scales [1-5]. To that end, we have 
been creating new high-resolution (5 m/pix) 
topographic models of high-priority south pole sites 
based only on laser altimetry data acquired by the Lunar 
Orbiter Laser Altimeter (LOLA) onboard the Lunar 
Reconnaissance Orbiter (LRO). Imaging-based 
techniques, such as stereo [6] and shape-from-shading 
[7], face challenges in the polar regions due to the 
extreme shadowing conditions prevalent there. LOLA is 
not hindered by shadows, but by gaps between tracks 
and laser spots which require interpolation to fill in. 
Indeed, near the south pole, ~90% of LOLA digital 
elevation model (LDEM) 5 m pixels are interpolated. 
Moreover, small errors in the LRO orbit reconstruction 
(~ a few m horizontal & ~0.5 m vertical) can cause 
artifacts in hillshade renderings at 5 m/pix (Fig. 1a). 
Analyzing and mitigating these issues are two of the 
primary goals of this work [8], in which new LOLA 
track adjustment and improvement techniques, similar 
to those applied in [2], reduce the ground track 
geolocation uncertainty by over a factor of 10. These 
new LDEMs (available from [9]) are substantially 
improved over previous versions (e.g., Fig. 1b) and are 

more useful to constrain higher-resolution topographic 
models derived from imaging [6,7]. A major advantage 
of this process is that, for the first time, we can estimate 
realistic LDEM height uncertainties and their effect on 
illumination conditions. We developed a method to 
estimate surface height uncertainty that circumvents the 
infeasible computation of the full LDEM error-
covariance matrix. Instead, we use the fractal nature of 
lunar topography to build a more computationally 
manageable statistical ensemble of 100 “clones” with 
similar error properties as the data. We use this 
ensemble to study height and slope uncertainty, and the 
uncertainty in illumination conditions. Such an 
approach can also be useful for a range of other 
characteristics, in addition to illumination conditions, 
when examining the feasibility of potential landing 
sites.  
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Figure 1 - 2x2 km region centered on Shackleton Ridge (Site 01 in [5,8]) before (a) and after (b) 
track adjustment and reprocessing. See [8] for further details and [9] for new LDEMs. 
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